BRETT AVIATION INC. RENTAL AGREEMENT
On each flight made by me or under my supervision in equipment owned, operated, or supplied by Brett
Aviation, inc., I agree to comply with the following requirements:
1. I will inspect and make a ground check of the aircraft, it’s equipment and accessories.
2. I will be responsible for the amount of fuel and oil aboard the aircraft.
3. I will operate the aircraft in accordance with its limitations and specifications.
4. I will return the aircraft at the agreed time, weather permitting and in the same condition that I
received it.
5. I will use the aircraft only for the purpose and over the route specified for each flight.
6. I will obtain a weather briefing appropriate to the flight to be conducted.
7. I will always operate with a current and valid medical certificate and valid pilot’s certificate of the
required class and I will notify Brett Aviation of the expiration or revocation of it.
8. I will always operate with a current Biennial Flight review.
9. I will always observe all Federal, State, City and local flight regulations.
10. I will never allow anyone except an employee flight instructor of Brett Aviation to operate and
/or fly the aircraft.
11. I will not use Brett Aviation’s aircraft for hire or for commercial operations.
12. I will never tamper with or allow or order anyone else to tamper with the aircraft or its
accessories, but will telephone Brett Aviation collect for the official instructions as what to do in the
event of a malfunction of any part of the aircraft or its accessories.
13. I will report all accidents, major or minor, to Brett Aviation at once, together with names and
addresses of witnesses and involved parties, and will not move the aircraft until authorized to do so
by Brett Aviation unless it is a life threatening situation or in the interest of flight safety.
14. I will pay for any loss or damage to the aircraft or other persons or property caused in whole or
in part by my failure to comply with the above, or by my negligence or error. I will pay any
deductible from insurance claim.
15. I will indemnify and hold Brett Aviation, its owners, agents, servants, and employees, and its
flight instructors harmless from and against any and all loss, cost, damages, attorney’s fees, and/or
liability in connection with any claims made against them arising out of my operation or supervision
of an aircraft under this agreement.
16. I am aware of the No Show Policy in place for aircraft rental. Should I need to cancel my
scheduled flight, I will contact Brett Aviation one (1) hour prior to flight time to cancel/re-schedule.
Should I fail to contact Brett Aviation, I will be charged a fee of $ 35.00 as a No Show penalty.
Signature of Pilot:
Printed Name:
Brett Aviation Witness:
Date:

